
How would you describe your background in photography, and 
your relationship to the practice? This could be as an art form, 
a form of expression or as a way of producing commerce. 
 
Janie Airey: 
My background is after a degree in Graphic Design I worked as a 
photographer's assistant for years learning about the business, lighting and 
working with a team on shoots. I work commercially so it is my business but 
sometimes self initiate personal projects which are my form of expression. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
I went to an arts high school and knew I wanted to do photography. From 
there I went to Parsons the New School for Design for photography and 
started working as an assistant when I was still in school. 
 
Steve Mayes: 
Full-time freelance architectural photographer, involving commissions for 
architects etc, plus the sale of prints in galleries / online. In business since 
2002. Not formally trained, but now a Fellow of the BIPP 
 
Toby Carter: 
My background has been built upon being inspired by the subject, then 
developing it as a professional practice. Photography now serves a commerce 
enterprise, i find i can see the point of taking photos if they are for sale. 
Although art photography is great, i engage more with commercial imagery. 
 
John Seaman: 
Started taking photos at university during architecture course in early 60's, 
had own darkroom etc, became senior partner of Architectural practice, took 
photos for firm for printed brochures. Retired from architecture 2007 started 
arch photo business in 2008 now working all over south west for major clients. 
 
Paolo Ferla: 
Commercial, creating beauty. 
 
Quintin Lake: 
I used to be an architect. Photographer for 15 years. Photography for me is 
both a means of creative expression and a way to earn a living. 
  
 
 
 
 
 



Do you ‘label’ yourself as an ‘architectural photographer’, as a 
‘commercial photographer’ or someone who markets 
themselves according to the potential client? Or would you 
consider yourself as ‘something else’? 
 
Janie Airey: 
I am a commercial photographer. I shoot architecture and have a dedicated 
website for this, but I also work shooting corporate and lifestyle which I've 
done for 15 years and this is marketed with a different web site. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
I mostly photograph architecture, but I don't label myself as anything specific, 
just a photographer. Labels are stupid, just be good at what you do. 
 
Steve Mayes: 
Architectural photographer nearly always. Landscapes sometimes. On the art 
side I sometimes use the phrase Fine Art but never been sure it's a fair 
description! 
 
Toby Carter: 
Depends what type of client, architectural can pidgeon hole me, so depends 
on the client. generally i try to market myself to each client individually, but if 
requested i am a architectural photographer. i always get asked to do 
weddings etc and thats not my thing. 
 
John Seaman: 
Primarily Architectural but workload covers all facets including events, music 
festivals, commercial studio work and fashion. Do not market myself other 
than updating web site most work comes from recommendations 
 
Paolo Ferla: 
Just as Photographer or as you say 'someone who markets themselves 
according to the potential client' 
 
Quintin Lake: 
I label myself and Architectural Photographer and Fine Art Photographer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Regardless of how you ‘label’ yourself, where does the 
majority of your work get seen? 
 
Janie Airey: 
I am mostly commissioned by architectural practices or design agencies and 
have to work to their brief. Which means you produce a series of images that 
they can use for web or marketing purposes. The images can be used in a 
variety of ways.. so for print in brochure , ads, web etc. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
A lot of it are internal images for the clients in house usage, other are 
magazines. 
 
Steve Mayes: 
Websites and marketing material of architects, developers and any other firms 
involved in the architecture sector. Also marketing material for the end users 
of the buildings, e.g. Universities, colleges, councils, hotel chains etc etc - 
whatever the building is used for. On the 'art' side my work is sold in galleries 
in the Newcastle area, and is on the walls of lots of businesses all over the 
UK, from hotels to offices to bars. 
 
Toby Carter: 
On the web. 
 
John Seaman: 
On my website and client’s websites 
 
Paolo Ferla: 
Internet mostly then printed material such as ads and brochures. 
 
Quintin Lake: 
Client websites, architectural websites/ magazines and social media, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Does the work that gets seen the most pay the most? Is this 
necessarily important to you as a creative practitioner? 
 
Janie Airey: 
Not necessarily. Although having said that.. if a client wants to use the image 
for world wide coverage / use with rights to use the photos in all media (ie. 
web and print) then they have to pay more for the usage rights. Most 
architectural jobs tend to be one off commissions where the client pays you a 
day fee and they then use the images for their own marketing purposes. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
That doesnt really matter unless its advertising. Its not important. 
 
Steve Mayes: 
I charge a fairly static day rate. Up to the client to use them as they see fit. 
They may sit on their hard drive or they may form part of a major marketing 
campaign. I don't factor that in to my costs 
 
Toby Carter: 
As long as client is happy. 
 
John Seaman: 
Architectural gets seen most but is not highest paid, I do a large amount of 
work for nothing ie music photography to support local bands, also work for 
homeless charities for free. Highest paid stuff is product photography in home 
studio but not very exciting. 
As an architect I enjoy photographing interesting buildings by good architects. 
 
Paolo Ferla: 
No. I have a fixed rate regardless of usage or how many people see it. the 
rate may depend on how much the work is of value to the client but most of 
the time purely on how long it would take me to shoot. 
 
Quintin Lake: 
No and it's not important. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Does the work that gets seen the most provide the most 
satisfaction or enjoyment? 
 
Janie Airey: 
It's always good to have 'a pat on the back' so yes getting work seen is 
important and it's also good because it will raise your profile / web presence / 
client awareness. For me it is a medium of communication so I definitely want 
the work to be seen. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
No. 
 
Steve Mayes: 
I get a lot of satisfaction from seeing my prints on walls. For commissions I 
supply digital files and I don't always know when or where they are used by 
the client, but it's always good to see it used prominently. 
 
Toby Carter: 
Guess there is a enjoyment in seeing your own work printed, but as long as 
client is happy, im cool with that. 
 
John Seaman: 
Not really, I do the work I largely enjoy doing. 
 
Paolo Ferla: 
Yes. I love it when I see my images in large publications. 
 
Quintin Lake: 
Sometimes - this varies a lot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



How do you balance time and money between personal and 
professional projects? Or do you view photography solely as a 
profession, and do not have an interest in personal projects? 
 
Janie Airey: 
When you're really busy there isn't time or you don't have the inclination to do 
personal projects but if I have a quiet couple of weeks then it's good to have a 
personal project on the go. I also try and incorporate my travel / holidays with 
a personal project. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
When Im not shooting, I make it a point to photography something I love, I 
often like to pick structures that I like to photo and travel to them. Also making 
time for your personal life important, there always has to be a balance. 
	
Steve Mayes: 
All my photography I now consider to be professional projects. For non-
commissioned work I struggle to find the time. For example, I used to regularly 
go out to shoot the Newcastle quayside at dusk, or up to the Northumberland 
coast for some landscape work, but I rarely do so now. When I do I still 
consider it professional work rather than personal project, simply because I've 
still got earning money in mind. My personal projects nowadays tend to be 
things unrelated to photography, such as writing which is one of my main 
hobbies.	
 
Toby Carter: 
Always need to do more personal projects, life usually gets in the way. I 
should do way more. 
 
John Seaman: 
For me photography has always been enjoyable and largely fun just lucky to 
have a small business that is going well and new things crop up most weeks. 
I am on site approx two days a week, two days editing and updating websites 
etc rest of the time mucking about with grandchildren etc. 
 
Paolo Ferla: 
I used to have time for personal projects but now I treat my professional 
projects as personal as well and invest the extra time even if the client hasn’t 
requested it or spend a little longer shooting or trying something different even 
if not requested by the client. 
 
Quintin Lake: 
I view this as 50/50. the beauty of photography as a career is it's quite easy to 
pursue personal projects so long as you are earning enough and the personal 
projects act as marketing for commercial work too 
 



 
What advice would you give to an aspirational photographer 
who is serious about professionalism and crafting a career 
from commercial photography? 
 
Janie Airey: 
Keep producing work, get it up on a website or out there. Don't put everything 
you shoot on line.... choose the best. Enter competitions.. I was boosted into 
working in photography by winning a competition. It's not a career that starts 
quickly .. you have to dedicate time to getting going. Sometimes it can take a 
few years to get enough clients to work regularly. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
I would say find out what type of photography you are into and try to assist as 
many photographers in that genre as possible. Learn how to light when youre 
assisting, its a very important trait to have. 
 
Steve Mayes: 
No big secrets I'm afraid. Just work hard at it. Decide on your area of 
specialism and try to stick to it. Understand that generating leads can take a 
long time. Network but don't expect it to lead to work immediately. Be very 
picky about what images you use to show what you do. Go over them in great 
detail - they are your shop window. Get a professional to review them if 
necessary. Weed out repeats - you don't need 5 different versions of the same 
view even if they are all great shots. Pick the best. Don't work for free to get 
'exposure', it will not set you off on the right track. 
 
Toby Carter: 
Learn a specific type of photography, learn to charge correctly and don’t under 
sell yourself. Photography is being ruined by people who do it for free have a 
back up plan get a job/paying interest alongside, most photographers who 
specialise I know do. 
 
John Seaman: 
Try to work with other photographers and get to know how they work, eg I 
cover the international jazz and blues festival each year at the Colston Hall in 
Bristol and have for three years mixing with some of the top music 
photographers around. I do not get paid for this but the experience and 
contacts made is worth the effort. 
  
Paolo Ferla: 
Never turn down work as everything is an opportunity to develop your craft.  
Learn to value your own work and realize its financial value. 
Don’t see it as work but just as a way of life, you are never on or off. 
 
Practically, if you are starting out and are into architecture start with estate 



agents and that will be a good way to learn more and shoot daily.  
 
IMHO developing a personal unique style is good, but marketing oneself in 
only one field of work is silly as impossible to survive especially at the 
beginning of ones career. 
 
Quintin Lake: 
Shoot what interests you as if it were a paid job. Do this a number of times to 
built a "professional folio' also show personal work. Then hustle. Have a part 
time low-stress job when you are starting out so you are not under huge 
financial pressure to make photography pay. 
 
 
Anything else to add? 
 
Janie Airey: 
If you've got a good eye, understand light and have some decent equipment 
then you're almost there. Getting your work seen is really really important. 
Also understanding a clients needs is important .. people don't realise that a 
lot of the time you are working to someone else's brief so you can end up 
being a bit of a technician on the odd occasion. 
 
Connie Zhou: 
Just work as much as you can and dont get stuck working as an assistant. 
Find a good balance between your own work and working, know when its time 
to go off on your own. 
 
Toby Carter: 
Don’t give up hope! All about how determined you are. and spend wisely on 
kit.	
	 	 	
Paolo Ferla: 
Even if sometimes it gets stressful and there is a lot of pressure never forget 
to enjoy it!	
 
	


